SBG Life of...
Mantas

Software Engineer in Test (SEiT)
Tribe:
Gaming
Product:
It’s a weird one currently, I work with Vegas, Casino
and Poker, as well as Gaming Platform Engineering,
you could say all of the products..
Technologies/tools used:
PHP Codeception, Selenium Grid, WebDriver, Robo,
Docker, Jenkins, Github, Grafana, AWS
Briefly describe what it’s like to work in your tribe
on a daily basis?
I suppose the most challenging bit is working across all
of the products at the same time, since we’re working
on a unified testing framework, we need to collaborate
with everyone. Working around other squads’ deadlines
and priorities. Fun bits are the ones that prove my work
is valuable to the company, from saving us from potential
risks and identifying issues, before the customer does,
to making other peoples’ development and testing more
robust and easy. It’s always exciting to see someone ask
about browser automation as to some it seems like magic!

What has been your proudest moment
at Sky Betting and Gaming?
There are a few really, handing over the test packs to the
squads, and actually seeing them appreciate the work
I’ve done and look after it is one. Most recently though,
was proving the company, that we don’t need to use an
expensive third party solution for one of the automation
tasks, as we had the skills and technology in-house. Which
saved the company a bunch of money and allowed us to
start the process of creating a new squad for that.
You’re favourite three things about working
for Sky Betting and Gaming:
1. Colleagues: and the working environment, this doesn’t
really need an explanation, I think majority of people
feel the warmth of the place and constantly repeat
“Best company I’ve worked for”
2. L&D Time and Tech Ninja: The company invests in you,
they want to see you progress in your career and allow
you all of the opportunities to achieve that.
3. Work appreciaton: A lot of what I do gets the
recognition I strive for, it’s amazing to see people
use my work, ask questions about it and actually care
for it, even though we’re a big company, you don’t feel
like “a small cog” in a big machine.
An interesting fact that no one knows about you:
I’m more sensitive than I care to admit, or to show others.
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